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“I arrive to this lovely city by night. Now I’m in an English hotel. I won’t stay very much 
here in the city, although what I’ve seen makes me feel that I like it so much. The location of 
the city is so noble and beautiful. I went to Santa Lucia’s hill and I sat for an hour watching 

all around me. I’d like to you to come here and admire this glorious landscape”

(Charles Darwin in Chile, 1835)
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LA SERENA IN TIME

Diaguita Culture:

A	 round	the	year	1000	a.C	Diaguita	Culture	arrive	from	the	valleys
	 and	Andes.	Occupied	the	lands	from	Copiapo	up	to	the	Choapa	Valley
	 and	then	up	to	Aconcagua	area.	They	were	sedentary	people	who	
dominate	complex	agricultural,	metallurgic	and	pottery	techniques.	The	ceramic	
made	by	Diaguitas	stand	out	as	one	of	the	most	well	elaborate	and	beautiful	
from	America	and	they	represent	a	great	pride	to	Chile.	The	best	collections	of	
the	Diaguita’s	Ceramic	can	be	found	in	the	Archeologic	Museum	of	La	Serena.

Diego de Almagro, whit the idea of conquest and discovery, enters to Chile with the idea to found great riches 
on these new territories. When he arrive to the Copiapo’s Valley decide to punish several natives, burning them in 
front a group of the most important caciques. A few years later, Diego de Almagro, returns to Peru regretting the 
failure of his expedition. 

Pedro de Valdivia, aware of the results of Almagro’s expedition, deicide anyways to start a second expedition to 
those lands. In the day of Santa Gracia, Valdivia enters to the Coquimbo’s Valley through a ravine, who named as 
“Santa Gracia”.

On February 12nd Pedro de Valdivia, after arrive the Mapocho’s Valley, found the city of Santiago del Nuevo 
Extremo, in honor to the Santiago el Apostol, (James the Apostle) and to his homeland Nueva Extremadura, Spain. 
After the foundation starts to think the creation in a strong city, equidistant with Peru. This idea, a few years later, 
this idea, will become the city of La Serena.

1536

1540

February
1541
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1544

 January
1549

August
1549

1552

1553

Juan Bohón found La Serena, as Pedro de Valdivia requested, to create a place where the troops may rest and stock 
up on food between the Copiapo and Mapocho’s Valleys, and to facilitate the communication with the Virreinato 
del Perú. This way a town called “Villanueva de La Serena” is stablished on the northern side of the Elqui River 
where a group of native people named “Diaguitas” lived. 

During January, a mutiny took place in the town, 
leaded by the Cacique Michimalonco. The town was 
completely burned down and all Spaniards were 
killed as a response of the brutal acts of Almagro 
several years before.  

During August, Pedro de Valvidia ordered to 
Francisco de Aguirre to re found La Serena trying to 
maintain the communication with Perú. This new 
town will be founded on the southern side of the 
Elqui River – the actual location of the city.

The Spaniard Crown through a Cedula Real give the 
title of “city” to the town of La Serena, giving the city 
the Logo that represent the history of the fire and 
death of the first inhabitants of the city. After this, La 
Serena, turn in the second oldest city in Chile. 

After Pedro de Valvidia’s death near Tucapel due 
to conflict with native people leaded by Lautaro. A 
conflict is produced among the conquers to decide 
who’s going to be next Governor in Chile.

CHILE MAP, M. FREIZER (1713)
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LA SERENA IN TIME

Garcia Hurtado de Mendoza assume as the new Governor of Chile. Travel to La Serena and took as prisoners to 
Francisco de Aguirre and Francisco Villagra ending the dispute for the Chile Goverment.

1557

Francisco de Aguirre is substituted as Governor of Tucuman due to many complains of his administration in that 
city. Aguirre returns to Copiapó and then to La Serena with the idea to recover all of his possessions. 

1576

The English privateer Francis Drake enters to La Herradura Bay, Coquimbo from Valparaiso. He’s repress by the local 
people and continues his trip to the north of Chile and Perú. This route will be first visit of many others privateers 
to this lands. 

1578

Francisco de Aguirre died at 81 years old in La Serena. He’s buried at the Iglesia Matriz.1581

During the first 50 years of the city, La Serena organize the functions around the territorial control of the area. The 
city respond to the economic interest of the country and the gold extraction and the agriculture are the main ways 
of living. 

1600

An earthquake destroy for complete the city.1637

The reconstruction of many building is finished. Different religious orders 
begin to construct their temples.

1678

The pirate Bartholomew Sharp arrive to the city during 4 days to rob all it can 
and then provoke an enormous fire.

1680

Begins the reconstruction of the most important buildings burned by the 
pirate Sharp. The local government discuss the idea of move the city of 
location to prevent future pirate attacks.

1683

The English pirate Edward Davis in company of 200 men enter the city and 
hide in the Santo Domingo Church. The soldiers and some citizens repelled 
the invaders during the night. Davis in revenge burned this church. 

1686

Different construction and fortifications are built around the city. The main 
access will be in the southern side of the city.

1730

The Jesuits are expelled from Chile and America. The Order Los Agustinos – 
actual San Aguistin Church, will now manage the Jesuits church. 

1767
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Period were the Independence of Chile took place. 1810 – 1823 

The governor Ambrosio O’higgins order the construction of the market “La Recova”.1788

In this year, it opens the first educational local in La Serena and in the north of Chile, named “Instituto San 
Batolome” actual Gregorio Cordovez High school, cradle of great professionals and politics of that time. During the 
firsts years I was located in the Santo Domingo Convent.

1821

The silver mine of Arqueros is discovered, reinforcing the local economy. During nights appear the first local police 
called “Serenos”.

1825

Is edited the first local newspaper called “El Minero”.1828

A great economic and urbanistic development occurs, this provoke the establishment of the actual city. Santa 
Lucia y San Juan de Dios neighborhood are created.

1830

Seminario Conciliar School is founded keeping the boom of education in the city. This school will become the most 
important catholic school in the north of Chile. 

1848

La Serena adhere to a revolution to overthrow de government of the President Manuel Montt and the constitution 
of 1833. The city is fortified and new institutions are created to organize the city.

1851

La Serena adhere to a revolution in the north of Chile (Copiapó) to overthrow the conservative government. Los 
Loros and Cerro Grande battles are produced during this revolution.

1859

The totality of teenagers and young boys from the 
city adhere to defend the country in the Guerra 
del Pacifico. The headquarters are created and is 
formed the “Batallon Coquimbo”. 

1879

The iron mining produce a new economic boom in 
the city. 

1920

The president Gabriel Gonzalez Videla begin 
a project called “Plan Serena” that consist in 
a complete urbanistic and architectonic re 
organization of the city. This plan transform La 
Serena in a unique city in Chile. 

1946

STREET VENDOR (1920)
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U ntil these days, is recommended to the visitors
 that walk in the city to pay attention to lemon
 trees, inca crown or other lushy bushes, if they 
can find a golden key that allow the keeper to access 
to the enchanted city, a city made of gold, fountains 
with crystalline water and hundreds of gardens. This 
enchanted city was the city of the quechuas up to the 
arrival of Diego de Almagro.

The only way to obtain the treasure is during sunsets 
and after the light rains during autumn. The perfect 
occasion to find this city is during Easter, when there is 
access of many of oldest houses of the city are opened 
due to celebrations. 

Enchanted city

T he Franciscan bishop Diego de Medellín tells
 in his travel chronics during the XVII century,
 that the local people forced to pay tributes 
to the king and his assistants, solved this by hunting 
lizzards and plovers in the different streams and rivers 
near the El Arrayan, Las Anima and Talca ravines where 
is known the existence of some great gold and silver 
deposits.

Instead of wash the sand to obtain gold, simply they 
caught the different species because this animals feed 
in this sites and also ingest some very small gold grains.

Lizzards and Plovers

LEGENDS

DETAIL OF SANTA INÉS CHAPEL
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TRADITIONS

A t dawn, it’s possible to hear
 harmonious notes from the bells
 of the San Francisco church inviting 
citizens to participate in the Sunday mass. 
In the afternoon, at the hour of pray, the 
people with deep regrets raised their 
prayers asking for mercy. The night was 
for a few who wandered the streets in the 
moonlight, in the distance you could hear 
the hustle and bustle of cats roaming the 
roofs during the winter season.

SAN AGUSTIN CHURCHSAN AGUSTIN CHURCH
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VIEW FROM A 
WINDOW FACING 
DOWNTOWN.

CITY’S KEY
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TENEMENT IN BALMACEDA STREET, 
BEGINNINGS OF 20TH CENTURY
TENEMENT IN BALMACEDA STREET, 
BEGINNINGS OF 20TH CENTURY
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CHARACTERS

B orn in Talavera, Spain, in 1508, Francisco de Aguirre was the son of Hernando de
 la Rúa and Constanza de Meneses and, although the family fortune, Aguirre
 decide to sing up in the army. He arrive to América in the year 1537 and in 1538 
helped to Gonzalo Pizarro to fight against some natives in Cochabamba. He took control 
of the Charcas Government during a year and a half, after that, joined the Pedro de 
Valdivia’s expedition, and waited in Atacama in March of 1540.

Francisco de Aguirre

In 1546, while Valdivia went to an expedition to explore the Bío Bío, assume the military 
government of Santiago. The February 1st of 1549 was declared War Capitan to defend 
Santiago from possible attacks of natives from the Copiapó and Coquimbo’s Valleys – The 
same who kill Juan Bohón and burned down Villanueva de La Serena. As a partner of 
Valdivia, Aguirre obtained 100 natives from the Mapocho Valley and 1000 natives from 

the Cachapoal Valley. During July of 1549, Valdivia put Aguirre in charge of the settlements of the Copiapó and 
Coquimbo Valleys that had belong to Juan Bohón before his death. 

Francisco de Aguirre used his resources from La Serena and Copiapó to start an expedition to Santiago del Estero 
and Tucuman, in the area of Catamarca and La Rioja, Argentina, both places mark the greatest achievements in his 
politic, military and family trajectory during 1557 and 1576. 

Died in 1581 and was buried in the Iglesia Matriz of La Serena.

Second foundation of La Serena

Francisco de Aguirre always try to accomplish the duties commanded by Valdivia. In June 20th of 1549 was named 
Lieutenant of the Governor of La Serena, with the order of re found and re stablish the old city of La Serena, 
destroyed in January of that year. Aguirre re found the city in August 26th of 1549 and that aloud once more to re 
stablish the communication between Santiago and Perú.

The history show that the time of Francisco de Aguirre actually lived in La Serena was only about 5 years between 
its foundation and later during his last years before he died. 

MAIN SQUARE
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CHARACTERS

Gregorio Cordovez del Caso

S tand out as one of the main characters of the independent history of the
 northern area of Chile. Born in La Serena at the end of XVIII Century, participated
 on most of patriotic actions since 1810 until his dead in 1843. He stand out as 
entrepreneur, politician, benefactor and military. 

It was a member in the first town councils during the Patria Vieja. Exiled to Mendoza 
since 1814 to 1817, arrived to the region as a coronel of the Ejercito Libertador. He was a 
governor, Member of Parliament of that time, Mint Administrator and councilor. 

During this time, was able to create the first school in Andacollo and other one in La Serena 
(administrated by the Augustinian Order). His visions about progress leaded to create the 
Instituto Literario del Norte, the second school with high school education in the city.  

He took part in many businesses, for example, the purchase of a ship called “La Coquimbo” nowadays called 
“Chacabuco” to be part of the first attempt to create the Chilean Navy. 

He also drive the construction of some big irrigation channels on the side and coastal area of the Elqui River. 
The city in a manner to honor him on his great labor, remember him with his name in one of the main streets of 
downtown. 

SUNSET IN LA SERENA 
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CHARACTERS

Gabriel González Videla

B orn in La Serena and former student
 of the Gregorio Cordovez High School,
 reach the first authority of the 
nation. However, he’s considered the highest 
political figure due to his importance in 
Chilean institutional from 1927 to 1952. Its 
great memory is due to the achievement of 
Plan Serena, which transformed more than 60 
blocks from the old city into a great national 
regionalization project.

He was a lawyer, deputy, senator, ambassador; represent the interests 
of the north and fight to establish great milestones in the history of the 
country. Such as appointing the first woman minister in Chile, fighting 
for the universal vote (men and women), raising international thesis on 
the territorial limits of the Chilean seas and gained access to the Antarctic 
continent, incorporated the insular territory through naval and air links. 
He promoted the creation of the intercontinental route known as the Pan-
American Route, achieving great advances in the connection between 
Santiago, La Serena and northern area of Chile.

Its energy and steel growth plans remain; currently its growth is based on 
the directions created at that time.

The City reminds him with various expressions, recognizing the Urban 
Plan, which specialists describe as the most forceful national work of the 
20th century and one of the most valuable in all of Latin America.

DETAIL OF SANTO DOMINGO CHURCH’S 
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RELIGIOSITY

A s happened in all the cities established by the conquest of the Spanish
 crown, La Serena was born under the signs of the sword and the cross, for
 example during the first years since its foundation, the clergy also 
fulfilled their functions as soldiers and had to move to different sites as territorial 
expansion occurred. It’s because of that, that during 1544 to 1548 the city only 
had passing clergy, although a couple of characters remain in memory, the 
clergyman Lopez of the order of the Mercedarians, who died with Pedro de 
Valdivia in Tucapel. Or one of the first founders of the city, Mr. Juan de Oliva, who 
was ordained Bishop of the city for some years until the moment of his transfer to 
San Juan de la Frontera.

From 1549 onwards, priests without residence persist attending the Iglesia Matriz 
on behalf of the council, with an annual rotation regime. This situation would 
change later when the religious orders arrived and began to establish creating 
their convents and churches to begin the process of evangelization in the city. The 
established orders such as: Mercedarians, Dominicans, Franciscans and Jesuits 
contribute to the evangelization and promote devotions to their respective saints. 
In this area, one of the most widespread orders in the city and at the national 
level is the Mercedarian Order

The religiosity of the region gives the city a strong conservative seal and 
generates great popular cults that are reflected for example in the devotion to the 
Virgin of the Rosary, the Mercedes and the Saints of the different religious orders. 
In this scenario, 94 religious festivals are established each year.

The religious value of the city is also reflected in the existence of the 270 
dependent temples of the Archbishopric of La Serena and that Pope John Paul II 
visited the city in 1987 to give official status to the Bailes Chinos ceremony and 
dancers.
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CATHEDRAL OF LA SERENA





LA MERCED CHURCH
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MUNICIPAL CEMETERY

A few centuries ago, the deceased were buried in churches, one of the main places for
 that was the land near the Cathedral or also the places near the Chapel of Santa Ines,
 this last place, intended for the inhabitants with less city resources. This type of 
action was lost over time as public hygiene needs became more important.

For this reason, around 1819, the authorities of the time (municipality and Senate) met 
in order to approach a decree that ordered the creation and construction of a cemetery. 
However, it was not until 1842 when the current cemetery began to be built, and a 
commission was appointed to collect donations for the creation of said place. The place 
destined for the cemetery would be in the eastern sector of the city, on the plateau of the 
Santa Lucia hill, on land freely given by Mr. Joaquin Vicuña Larrain, thanks to the efforts of
Mr. Juan Melgarejo, Mayor of the time.





MUNICIPAL CEMENTERY



T he construction of the building is made with high walls and wooden ceilings, having
 in the center the chapel with a modest little terrace and inside a central and circular
 altar.

The first person buried in the cemetery was a wealthy neighbor of the city, and Mr. Gregorio 
Cordovez one day after the inauguration of the cemetery, dated August 6, 1846.

The churchyard of the city constitutes a cultural heritage at regional and national 
level, since there “stories coexist underground” and characters that had 
great importance in the history of the city. The former president of Chile, 
Gabriel Gonzalez Videla, Gregorio Cordovez, Pedro Pablo Muñoz, Isabel 
Bongard, Buenaventura Osorio, Joaquin Vicuña Larrain, Barak Canut 
de Bon, Francisco Cornely, the Floto family (owners of CCU) and 
relatives of the Nobel Prize for Literature , Gabriela Mistral among 
other characters to highlight.

Currently, about 150,000 people are buried in this 
cemetery. In addition, you can find more than 100 
statues of great artistic value, many of them built in 
carrara marble.

An interesting fact is that to this day, you can 
find a nameless grave, where you can only 
read the text “Here lies a man who 
loved very much and was loved”.



MUNICIPAL CEMENTERY

M ainly, in the number 1 yard of the Municipal Cemetery
 you can admire fine sculptures of great artistic value and
 the tombs of prominent figures in the history of the city:

1.  Gabriel Gonzalez Videla
2.  Faithful and priests from Saint Augustine
3. French Colony
4. Gregorio Cordovez del Caso
5. Sociedad de Artesanos
6. Barak Canut de Bon and Lidia Urrutia Rivera
7.  Joaquín Edwards Ossandon
8. Buenaventura Osorio Álvarez

9.  Joaquín Vicuña Larraín
10.  Faithfuls and priests from Saint Frank
11. José Viera Society
12. Pedro Pablo Muñoz Godoy
13. Isabel Bongard Cordes
14. Army forces and War Veterans from 1879
15. Family members from Gabriela Mistral
16. Spaniard Colony
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ARCHITECTONIC
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O   n a tour of the old sector of the downtown
   of the city, declared a Typical Zone, the
   visitor will be able to admire an interesting 
architecture aligned to the streets, which gives it a 
strong “continuous facade” characteristic that mixes 
different styles of construction but that they have 
managed to coexist with the passage of time.

PREVAILING
ARCHITECTURAL 
STYLES
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Colonial Architecture: (from the foundation 
until 1840)
It is mainly characterized by stonewalls and stone 
facades, round stone arches and a corner pillar 
to indicate a commercial site. A great example of 
this is the “Vicuña Cifuentes” House from the year 
1820 approximately located on Eduardo de la Barra 
Street corner O’higgins.

Classic Architecture: (1830 – 1860)
It consists of two stages, Classic (1830-1860) 
and Classic Serenense (1850-1880). The first 
one stands out for the preservation of colonial 
architecture although with variations. Covers and 
other elements of decoration are made in fine 
wood works, smooth bars and little decoration. 
The main English carpenters of the time are: 
Thomas James, David James, Harry Haret, Edmond 
Giles and Joseph Treloar and the American John 
Jenkins. However, Samuel Averell is considered the 
legitimate representative of this period.

For its part, during the Serenense Classic period, 
foreign carpenters such as Jenkins and Parker were 
the main promoters, in addition to other regional 
carpenters, who added wooden decoration 
elements to the thick adobe structures. The main 

characteristics of this time are to highlight the 
covers, windows, roofs and ornamentation on the 
walls. This type of architecture is reflected in the 
Valdes Herreros house located in Eduardo de la 
Barra Street with Los Carrera corner. Chadwick 
Valdes house located in Los Carrera street with 
Brasil corner.

Eclectic Architecture: (1880-1940)
This period was characterized by the persistence of 
carpentry elaboration, which also added elements 
of a classical order and new ideas regarding the 
decoration and ornamentation of facades. Builders 
like Viera, Alvarez and Espinoza stand out in this 
style. For example some construction of this period 
are: The Casa Giliberto from the first years of the 
20th century, the German Riesco School building 
and the Arica Regiment. These last two examples 
incorporate reinforced concrete structures to the 
characteristics of the architecture of this period.

Neocolonial architecture and Serena Plan: 
(1940 -1952)

This period is characterized by a search at the roots 
of Spanish-American architecture and is essentially 
defined by some elements such as, for example, 
solid walls, sockets and semi-circular arches.
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PREVAILING ARCHITECTURAL STYLES

SAN JUAN DE DIOS CHURCHSAN JUAN DE DIOS CHURCH
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INP BUILDING
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CHURCH AND CONVENT FROM 
DIVINE PROVIDENCE

The building of the archbishopric, the courts of 
justice, the municipality and the former train 
station are constructions prior to the serene plan 
but they highlight the neocolonial style.

Of the Plan Serena stand out the buildings 
of: Municipal Theater and Gabriela Mistral High 
school, Boarding School of the Gregorio Cordovez 
high school, Coquimbo Health Service Building, 
The Regional Ministerial Secretary of Education, the 
Archaeological Museum, the Regional Government, 
La Florida airport



VIEW FROM GABRIEL 
GONZALEZ VIDELA 
SQUARE
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The city of La Serena consolidate an image 
with a characteristic Neocolonial style that 
keeps until today.
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NATIONAL MONUMENTS,
CHRONOLOGIC DESCRIPTION

T he north of the Plaza de Armas, in Almagro
 Street. Built in 1819, its current structure adds
 1819 and 1850 on an old hermitage from the 
17th century. It was one of the first chapels built by the 
inhabitants of the city. Since 1766 it has undergone 
various reconstructions due to earthquakes and storms. 
It was abandoned for religious service in 1975 due to a 
strong earthquake that compromised its structure. In 1991 
it was rebuilt but in 1997 an earthquake destroyed it again.

Declared a national monument in 1977, in colonial 
style, this chapel is built of adobe on stone foundations, 
made up of a single rectangular nave with wide walls. its 
facade is composed of a stone arch and four pilasters. In 
2007, the municipality of La Serena and the Directorate 
of Architecture proceeded to completely restore it to 
make it a center for cultural extension.

SANTA INES CHAPEL

L ocated on Balmaceda street. Begun in the 16th
 century, its origin dates back to 1563 as an
 oratory. The first stone of the current building 
was laid and blessed in 1590, being very difficult and 
expensive to build. It opens in the year 1627, after 
more than 30 years of work. After the fire of 1680 
caused by the sharp pirate, it was the only building 
that was undamaged. Considered as the first stone 
church in the city, it is one of the most important 
testimonies of the colonial period due to its antiquity 
and architectural quality.

Declared a national monument in 1977, this work 
carried out by Fray Francisco Medina and Juan Carbero 
Roman, presents on its façade a European mannerist 
style structure but with details and decorative 
elements typical of South American culture.

SAN FRANCISCO CHURCH

SAN FRANCISCO CHURCH



HISTORICAL CENTER OF LA 
SERENA

In 1981 it was declared a national 
monument and the entire old town is 

called a “typical area” in order to protect 
and preserve its urban layout and 

architecture. This denomination covers 
the streets: Amunátegui by the south, 
Cirujano Videla and Almagro by the 

north, Castro and Esmeralda by the East 
and P.P. Muñoz by the West.

The historic center is made up of 170 
hectares, making it the largest territory 
for protection in this area at the national 
and Latin American level. In the streets of 
the city, you can go through the history 
and traditions of the second oldest city in 

the country.
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NATIONAL MONUMENTS, CHRONOLOGIC DESCRIPTION

The small square in front of this church, with its pergola and a small central pool harmoniously shape 
the whole of this temple. The materials used for the construction of this church were limestone from the 
Peñuelas area and also wood from the Ovalle coastal area was used inside, a sector called today “Fray Jorge 
National Park”

During 1824 and 1830 the mint and the cavalry barracks operated in this temple.
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L ocated in Cordovez street, old petorca street and the Cathedral. In the year 1613 the Dominican order
 was established in the city and the construction of this temple began. History highlights this church as
 a bulwark in its struggles to repel attacks by pirates and corsairs who arrived in the city mainly during the 
17th century. It is believed that the current church was built in 1775 but that materials from an old one were used 
church due to an inscription engraved in stone that indicates the year 1673. Restored between 1953 and 1957, 
the Santo Domingo church was declared a national monument in 2001.

The church is part of the urban profile of the western part of the city. Built in a classic mannerist style, a stone 
arch frames the access and above it an image of the Virgin of the Rosary. The access door, made of cedar wood, 
also stands out on its stone facade. The tower and its bell tower were built during the 19th century, making it 
somewhat different from the general style of the rest of the church. To one side there is another access door to a 
small interior patio where there is a grotto of the Virgin of Lourdes, installed in 1907 after a solution of neighbors 
to gather to pray. In this temple there is also an object, an old hand washing that, according to experts, could be 
the oldest monument in the city.

SANTO DOMINGO CHURCH
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L ocated in calle balmaceda with the corner of
 Juan de Dios Peni, formerly called calle San
 Juan de Dios.
Its construction began in 1842 on an old church 
from 1713, being declared a National Monument 
in 1981. Built with a single main nave of abode 
and covered with stucco imitating stone on the 
outside. This church represents a neo colonial 
style of construction. The façade and access have 
ornamentation and wooden style arches. “Tuscan”. 
In its upper part the church has a two-bodied bell 
tower with a bulbous cupola.

SAN JUAN DE DIOS CHURCH

I t is located at the corner of Los Carreras
 Street and Cordovez Street. It is part of the
 civic center of Plaza de Armas. It was built 
at the same location of the old mother church, 
constructed by order of Francisco de Aguirre in 
1549. Its construction dates back to 1633 but in 
1686 the Cathedral was attacked and destroyed by 
pirate Batholomew Sharp and his crew. Its actual 
construction was designed in 1844 by the French 
architect Juan Herbage. The Cathedral was declared 
a National Monument in 1981. 

CATHEDRAL OF LA SERENA

NATIONAL MONUMENTS, CHRONOLOGIC DESCRIPTION
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With respect to the structure, The Cathedral 
has a three-aisled neoclassical basilica made 
of stone, columns and a wooden ceiling; the 
tower is the axis of the façade. Inside, there are 
beautiful stained-glass windows whit religious 
frescos. There is also a crypt where all bishops 
who lived in the city are buried. 

L ocated in Prat street, formerly called
 San Agustin street.

Built during the years of the mining boom 
according to the mandate of Mrs. Alejandro 
Aracena Salamanca, a wealthy miner and 
merchant, married to Mrs. Paula Piñera Aguirre, 
who inherited the house after the death of her 
husband, with the passage of time became the 
family home of all Piñera in the country. it is 
currently owned by the University of La Serena.

Declared a national monument in 1981, this 
house, built by Samuel Avarell in 1845, was one 
of the first houses in the city where the neo-
classical style of construction was replicated. Its 
facade has wide and thick walls, in addition to 
wide wooden details on its doors and windows.

PIÑERA HOUSE

INNER YARD FROM CITYHALL BUILDING
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NATIONAL MONUMENTS, CHRONOLOGIC DESCRIPTION

B uilt in 1855 by the English teacher Thomas James on behalf
 of Arturo Cousiño, it was acquired by the Galician family
 in 1880. A decade later it was bought by Gregorio Carmona 
until 1968 when its owner, Aurora Carmona de Woodward, gave it 
to the Salesianos Congregation. This typical Serene house from the 
middle of the 19th century was located next to the famous “Portada 
de La Serena” and its southern wall.

Declared a national monument in 1981, it has an area of 896 square 
meters. Its interior structure corresponds to a traditional form of 
housing inherited from the colonial era, that is, buildings and houses 
around interior courtyards. Its tower or wooden gazebo is an element 
contributed by the English and North American influences that came 
to the area in those years. A fairly famous item and widely used 
from 1860 onwards. This type of viewpoints and buildings with their 
perspective towards the sea was the motivation that guided the 
designers of Plan Serena to rescue the city as a balcony facing the sea.

CARMONA HOUSE

L ocated in Matta street, formerly called Santa Ines street.

 This property was built between the years 1860 and 1865 by
Mr. David James. Then it was sold in 1880 by the Iribarren family to 
Mr. Felipe Herrera Aguirre. In 1928, Herrera Aguirre sold the house to 
Tomas Herreros and in 1981, Raquel Herreros Schuller became the 
sole owner after acquiring the missing possession rights from the 

HERREROS HOUSE

VALDES HOUSE
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VALDES HOUSE
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Declared a national monument in 1981, 
its facade has features of a classic style, 
inside it is characterized by having 
colonial-style patios.

L Located in Los Carrera Street,
 formerly called Los Hermanos
 or Del Teatro. 
Built between 1865 and 1870, by Bartolo 
Varela for the Varela Perez family, the 
conservation work was the work of Jose 
Chadwick Valdes. This old house is the 
best testimony to the typical ways of 
life of wealthy Serene families from the 
second half of the 19th century. Among 
its residents, a number of Chilean 
political families stand out, among them 
the Chadwick Family, the Viera Gallo, 
the De La Maza and the Valdes, among 
others.

CHADWICK HOUSE

rest of the family members. With the passage 
of time, the property was divided internally to 
be used for commercial purposes. the northern 
part of the house was sold and the southern 
part was leased to a school.

           Declared a national monument in 1981, 
it has typical construction characteristics of the 
“Neoclassical Serenense” style, its two-story façade, 
wooden decorations, windows with bars stand out, 
in the upper part you can see iron balconies with 
republican shields.

NATIONAL MONUMENTS, CHRONOLOGIC DESCRIPTION
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CHADWICK HOUSE

L
GABRIEL GONZALEZ VIDELA FORMER HOUSE AND REGIONAL MUSEUM
 ocated in Matta Street, formerly called Santa Inés Street.  Located in the old land where the city hospital
 and jail are located during the first years. This house was built by José Viera on behalf of the Ariztía
 family in 1892. After that, after a series of families that inhabited the property, Paulino Ahumada sold 
the house to the Monreal family, who in turn in 1927. They transferred the property to the then lawyer
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Gabriel Gonzalez Videla (future president of Chile). Gonzalez and his family lived in the house 
until 1977 after the State took possession of it, and the current museum of regional history was 
inaugurated there in 1981. 
Declared a national monument in 1981, this imposing two-story adobe house features a mix of
styles - neoclassical and eclectic. Today it is the only testimony of the 19th century in the 
surroundings of the Plaza de Armas. Its facade combines windows with semicircular arches and triple 
windows. In recent years, a construction was attached to its north wing to be used as an exhibition 
hall and cultural cycles. 

I n 1872 the Providence of La Serena was founded, thanks to the donations and
 sponsorships made to that order by Mrs. Juana Ross de Edwards. The current
 construction begins in 1887 by the architect Guillermo Schwember, ending 
approximately in 1896.

Declared a national monument in 1981, this great building was built mainly in brick and adobe. 
The façade is made up of two bodies, the lower one with four columns that frame the access and 
the upper part with pilasters and two curved niches. The chapel inside is the enclosure with the 
highest quality in its construction, with fine finishes, still preserving its original altars and stained 
glass.

CHURCH AND CONVENT OF DIVINE PROVIDENCE

O ne of the buildings constructed within the framework of the Serena Plan, initially thought
 to be the boarding school of the Women’s Technical School. Currently the Ministeria
 Secretary for Education works there.
Declared a national monument in 2002, this work by the architect José Aracena, maintains lines 
of construction similar to that of other buildings of the time, although with some variations. Juan 
Noél, an Algerian architect, recognizes that the style used is called “Spanish Renaissance”

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION BUILDING

NATIONAL MONUMENTS, CHRONOLOGIC DESCRIPTION



DETAIL OF MINISTRY OF EDUCATION BUILDING
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L ocated in Amunategui street formerly
 called Callejon de la Muralla.

Since 1915, it formally fulfilled the function of 
the Normal School of Preceptors, with the aim 
of training primary school teachers. Since its 
inception, it has received numerous German 
and Chilean experts who tried to instill in future 
educators the teaching methods used in Europe. 

In 1890, during the government of Jose Manuel 
Balmaceda, Isabel Bongard, a publisher of German 
origin, was appointed to the management of the 
establishment by printing a stamp of progressivism 
and quality. In 1988, a fire destroyed a large part of 
the second floor, after which a partial restoration 
was carried out to later incorporate this building 
into the Faculty of Sciences and Humanities of the 
University of La Serena.

Declared a national monument in 1995, the 
property is built symmetrically in its lower and 
upper part. The construction is developed around 
two lateral patios. Its facade, with a neo-classical 
influence, is built of brick that looks especially at 
the various arches. On the second level, it has a 
framework of oak and adobe. All the roofing, doors, 
windows and floors are made of Oregon pine.

ISABEL BONGARD BUILDING

L ocated in Benavente with Gandarillas. The
 feminine education in La Serena dates from
 1825, with the creation of a mixed school, 
in charge of a lady known as Miss Crisostomo, 
constituting a one hundred year advance with 
respect to the rest of the world the installation of 
these educational systems.

In 1840 the first female public schools began to 
function, during that time the creation of the 
High school for young ladies Gabriela Mistral was 
created, as well as similar schools in Copiapo or 
Valparaiso. Domingo de Toro Herrera, mayor of the 
time, obtained state resources for the installation of 
the “school for young ladies” in 1884. Then, in 1907, 
the State ordered the transformation of this first 
school to high school, implementing various special 
programs for education feminine. Currently the 
venue is named after Gabriela Mistral, Nobel Prize 
for Literature, who worked as an inspector at the 
establishment. 

Declared a national monument in 2005, in this large 
four-story building, the architectural elements of 
its façade, large arches, obelisks, roofed balconies 
stand out. The building also has a closed gym, 
boarding school, laboratories and a theater with 
capacity for 500 people.

GABRIELA MISTRAL HIGH SCHOOL

NATIONAL MONUMENTS, CHRONOLOGIC DESCRIPTION
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GABRIELA MISTRAL HIGH SCHOOL
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NATIONAL EMBLEM 
FROM CHADWICK HOUSE

L ocated in Colo Colo Street, formerly called Chorrillo Street. 

 This establishment has as a precedent the practical application school created in
1892 located where the Museum of Regional History currently operates. Then it moved 
to the building of the Normal School of Preceptors, as one of its sections, and in 1943 it 
merged with School No. 2 and moved to the building that it currently occupies. In the 
same year, it acquired a vocational degree as it was called “Anexa Normal School”. From 
this school a considerable number of normal teachers were trained.

Declared a national monument in 2005, this construction, although it was prior to 
the “Plan Serena”, is associated with the golden age of Serene Architecture due to its 
monumentality and quality. With four floors, wide corridors and large windows, it 
presents an extraordinary design.

GERMAN RIESCO SCHOOL

NATIONAL MONUMENTS, CHRONOLOGIC DESCRIPTION



GERMAN RIESCO
SCHOOL
GERMAN RIESCO
SCHOOL
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NATIONAL MONUMENTS, CHRONOLOGIC DESCRIPTION

GREGORIO CORDOVEZ
HIGH SCHOOL

L ocated in Gandarillas and Infante Streets. 

 Through the efforts of the then Mayor Gregorio Cordovez and with the name of “San Bartolome 
de La Serena Departmental Institute” it was founded in 1821 by a Republic Decree signed by Bernardo 
O’higgins. Thus the second school of Chile is founded, at first it begins its functions in the convent of 
Santo Domingo, then in the convent of San Agustin and in 1869 it already occupies its current location. 
It is considered the alma mater of education in the north of Chile, from this lyceum the School of Mines, 
the Technical University of the State 
and later the University of Chile, 
headquarters La Serena originates. 
Thousands of professionals have 
graduated from this high school, 
among which at least 100 national 
political figures stand out, some of 
them are: Gabriel Gonzalez Videla, 
Bartolome Blanche, Juan Benet, etc. 
Among its first teachers are Ignacion 
Domeyko, who educated the first 
students in Chemistry and Mineralogy.

Built in concrete and in a neoclassical 
style, it has 12481 square meters built. 
With a continuous façade, semicircular 
arches at its access. Declared a 
National Monument in 2005.
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A venida Juan Bohon 403, Ex Train Stations.

 Motivated by his great social commitment, Gregorio de La Fuente is interested in mural painting for 
its public character and its narrative and informative capacity on humanistic, historical and political aspects. in 
1953 he created the mural called “History of La Serena” in which he recounted the history of the city from the 
foundation to the Plan Serena in the 1950s. Designed in 4 great ideas (diaguitas and the legacy of the Spanish, 
arrival of pirates and destruction of the city, the development of the city and finally the Serena Plan.

This fresco, belonging to the “realism” trend, has a dimension of six meters long by two meters wide. In mural 
it is reailzado based on ground of ground color mixed with pure water. the use of color is of a warm range that 
allows nuances although limited to a traditional palette. It was declared a national monument in 1992.

GREGORIO DE LA FUENTE’S MURAL

JUAN BOHON AVENUE #403, 
EX RAILWAYS STATION “HISTORY OF LA SERENA
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BULDINGS AND PATRIMONIAL 
PUBLIC SPACES  

S imply beautiful building in a robust colonial
 style. Built in the 1938 by the architect
 Enrique Benavente, in a style that 
corresponds to the “colonial renaissance”. They are 
part of this group: hearing of the Illustrious Courts of 
Appeals and the Library of the Court.

The same construction trend continues in the Police 
Station and Vialidad Building.

Justice Tribunals

I ts current construction dates from 1938, it is
 part of the same building where the courts of
 justice are located. In its façade, its simpler 
lines make its access cover stand out, which also 
highlights the decorative elements such as Lanterns, 
Balconies and Columns. In the upper part of the 
façade you can see an old emblem of the city that was 
on the Cover of La Serena, when the city was walled.

This municipal headquarters dates from the last years 
of the 19th century, because the municipal power, 
according to the rules of the old Spanish cities, was 
always located in the most important place in the 
Plaza de Armas. Before its current location, it was 
located for many years where today the city’s Public 
Buildings are.

Consistorial Building
Municipality of La Serena
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BULDINGS AND PATRIMONIAL PUBLIC SPACES 

L ocated on the corner of Cordovez and 
 Balmaceda streets. It is one of the most
 unique and characteristic buildings of the 
commercial center of the city, designed by the 
architect Eduardo Young to house commerce on 
the first floor and as a dwelling on the second floor. 

Built in 1909, it corresponds to an eclectic style, 
they stand out for their fine details and elegance 
in their finishes. In 1911 it was acquired by the 
Moreno Family, of Spanish origin.

Moreno Building

I n front of La Recova Market, the San
 Agustin Church is located, whose façade
 serves as a visual finish on Arturo Prat street 
to the east.
It was built in 1750 by the Jesuits who administered it 
until 1767 when the congregation was expelled from 
all the territories of the Spanish crown. Subsequently, 
the church was handed over to the Augustinian 
order, under the commitment to continue its 
educational character.

San Agustin Church

L ocated in the south east sector of the old
 town, this is where the campus of the
 University of La Serena is located, in 
addition to its Humanities and Sciences faculties. In 
which a large and harmonious building belonging 
to the Plan Serena works can be located. A visit 
to the city will not be complete if you cannot visit 
this site, where there is a viewpoint where you can 
appreciate much of the city and part of the bay and 
port of Coquimbo.

Central House of the
University of La Serena

T he city authorities did not have a
 government house in La Serena until the
 end of the 18th century.

Government Building
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GOVERNMENT BUILDINGGOVERNMENT BUILDING



BULDINGS AND PATRIMONIAL PUBLIC SPACES 

This building was located in front of Plaza de Armas 
on its north side. the current Regional Government 
building is from 1952, framed within the Serena 
Plan. Its architect was the general director of Public 
Works, Edwin Weil.

L ocated in Eduardo de La Barra y Vicuña
 street, this church and its school was  
 built to mark the presence of the French 
nuns in the city. The construction of this building 
begins in 1889 and ends in the year 1896. It is 
a building of perfect proportions, has fine 
finishes, still retains its original altars. 

Church of the Sacred Hearts

S ix years after the second foundation of
 the city, in the year 1555, the Mercedarian
 Order was established. Received a 
complete block where he built his church and 
convent.
Around 1680 the pirate Sharp sacked La Serena, 
setting the church on fire, among other temples, 
so it must be rebuilt in 1683, the one that ends in 
1709. After several modifications to its original 

colonial-style facade, Richard Parker in 1881 
gave this church a façade and towers of 

gothic style.

La Merced Church

It has a neo-gothic style, which distinguishes it 
from other temples in the city.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL 
MUSEUM
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T his beautiful building displays the
 architectural decoration of a stone
 doorway from the beginning of the last 
century that originally belonged to the house of 
Don Jose de Recabarren, with the well-known 
Count of Villaseñor. The main object of this 
construction is the observation of the most 

Archaeological Museum of La Serena

T hese four buildings, located on
 Balmaceda Street and Francisco de
 Aguirre Avenue, rival the neocolonial 
style in perfection and purity, without repetitions 
in its layout and decorations. with an aesthetic 
and urban purpose these buildings were located 
there to also start the Open Air Museum.

INP’s Building, Firestation, Vialidad’s 
Building, ENAMI’s Building

L ocated to the west of Eduardo de la Barra
 Street, it constitutes a revolution in the
 neo-colonial style with respect to 
the other buildings in the Serena plan. They 
emphasize its carved stone porticos and its 
internal decoration with tiles that gives a great 
harmony to the whole. This building, like the 
former train station, has a mural by Gregorio de 
la Fuente that gives great artistic and cultural 
value to the building’s entrance hall.

Enami

UNIVERSIDAD DE LA SERENA MAIN CAMPUSUNIVERSIDAD DE LA SERENA MAIN CAMPUS
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Edificios Patrimoniales

S ince the times of conquest and the arrival
 of the Spaniards  in 1549. During the
 colonial period, there was an open air market in the Plaza. 

In the center of the Plaza there is a large fountain, sculptured in 
rock, work of the artist Samuel Roman, National Art Prize winner 
in 1964. This green area is 4295 square meters and the principal 
plant species that can be found are Chilean palm, jacaranda, 
cedar, white cedar, poinsettia, Bohemian olive trees and flowering 
oleanders among others. In addition, on one side of the fountain 
there is a pergola donated to the city by Syrian-Lebanon 
community. 

Main Square

NIGHT VIEW OF THE CITY
FROM SANTA LUCIA PARK



T
Regiment Building

 he park was formed during the Serena Plan on the third natural terrace of the city. The design was in
 charge of the landscaper Oscar Prager, the place is named after Santa Lucia due to an old Jesuit
 construction on site. The Coquimbo Regiment building was built on the same site, from this park 
visibility is achieved over much of the city and part of the bay of Coquimbo.

The first antecedents of the construction of military installations in the place date from the 18th century when 
Mayor General Gregorio Dimas de Echaurren ordered to build a warehouse on top of the hill to protect the 
King’s powder. Then in 1879, the place was used for military practices and over the years it would be possible 
to form the Coquimbo Battalion that participated in the Pacific War. In 1898 the regiment was renamed 
Arica due to its participation in the taking of the Morro de Arica during the Pacific War. In the year 1906, the 
regiment already took its current location, on top of the Santa Lucia hill.

COQUIMBO’S REGIMENT BUILDINGCOQUIMBO’S REGIMENT BUILDING
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S his route is located in the central tray of
 this same avenue, built in 1900, on the
 occasion of the celebrations of the 
beginning of the century.

This walk features Carrara marble and black metal 
sculptures by various Chilean or Italian artists. At 
the end of the tray you can admire the monument 
to Francisco de Aguirre, a bronze statue, whose 
author is A. Gonzalez from Madrid.

Francisco de Aguirre Avenue

O ne of the main colonial characteristics of
 the city, is related to the conditions of
 compliance with respect to the old laws 
decreed by King Felipe II in 1573: “Every certain 
sections of population smaller squares must be 
formed, with good proportion, where they must 
build temples, parishes and monasteries, so that 
the doctrine can reach every citizen”

Squares of La Serena

Today, this norm gives a pleasant air to the city, 
where every certain block presents spaces where 
you can rest and appreciate different temples or 
cultural places. Within the first years, there are 
seven deadlines associated with compliance with 
this rule: Santo Domingo, Santa Ines, San Francisco, 
La Merced, San Agustin, Cienfuegos, Sagrado 
Corazon.

T his avenue stands out for rescuing some
 pieces of the old Spanish architecture,
 highlighting its balconies, pillars and 
lanterns. Formerly called “Barranca del Mar” street.

Pedro Pablo Muñoz Avenue

ORIGINS NAME FROM LA SERENA'S STREETS
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T he old Recova dates from 1876, then in 1930 it was renamed “municipal market”. Due to the
 earthquake in 1975, the current building was built in 1981, which was donated by the Municipality
 to the community. The two-story building consists of craft shops from the region and the country, as 
well as typical food restaurants. La Recova stands out as one of the most attractive and popular markets in the 
country, becoming a place of great importance in the region.

La Recova Market
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ORIGIN NAME FROM
LA SERENA'S STREET
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C urrently known as Diego de Almagro Street. The
 name comes from the fact of the frequent visits
 that the Spaniards made to the happy lifes’s 
women in order to look for some distraction. The place 
had 7 blocks, of which only 3 were built. This street began 
at the height of what is now Infante Street and ended at 
the Santa Inés Street.

Widowers Street

 ld street of the city known by that name due to
 the numerous families of that surname that
 reside there. From the second half of the 19th 
century it was renamed as Cristobal Colon Street.

Las Ocaranzas Street

O
 urrently called Brasil Street. Its old name is due
 to the origin of the religious who resided in
 it until the expulsion of the Jesuits. The place had 
7 blocks, 102 houses and more than 300 residents. Later 
it changed its name to Del Teatro Street and then Brasil 
Street. 

Los Hermanos Street

C

 t started in the old convent of the Jesuits,
 currently of the Augustinians, and ended in
 the block that occupied the prison and the 
building of the first hospital in La Serena. The Mayor and 

San Agustin Street

I
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T
Petorca street
 he name of this street dates from 1751,
 previously it was called Catedral Street and
 before that Del Real Street, due to the location 
of the Royal Mining Court. Then, with the passage 
of time, from 1922 changed its name to Gregorio 
Cordovez. This street started to the south of the Jesuit 
Convent and reached the Santo Domingo convent. 
The wealthiest residents of La Serena and the province 
in general resided on this street

A
San Francisco Street
 ctually known as Eduardo de la Barra street,
 it consisted of 5 blocks, 25 houses and 104
 residents. Most of its residents were middle 
class neighbors.

T
Chorrillo Street
 he shortest of all the streets of La Serena.
 It had only one block, south of the convent
 of San Francisco. The name is due to a small 
stream that circulated around the place since the time 
of the colony. Currently it is called Domeyko street. 

residence in this sector. Later known by the name of 
La Recova street and later as Cantournet and Arturo 
Prat streets.

FRANCISCO DE AGUIRRE STREET

GREGORIO CORDOVEZ STREET

BALMACEDA STREET
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COLO COLO STREET

O ccupy what is now known as Colo Colo street and Francisco de Aguirre avenue. Formerly it was
 called San Francisco Ravine, its name is due to the fact that a stream passed through the place and
 it had to be crossed by small bridges made of lime and bricks or some more improvised crossings 
made of stones.

La Quebrada Street

I ts name is due in honor to the religious of the hospital, located in that place since the middle of the
 18th century, later in the 19th century it was renamed Juan de Dios Pení street, a name that remains 
 until present.

San Juan de Dios Street

I n this sector the urban area of the city ended. It was a short street, approximately two blocks where
 there were 15 houses and about 53 residents. Nowadays it takes the name of Amunátegui.

Callejon De La Muralla Street

D uring the 18th century, this street in the city was identified with the name of El Tejar, due to
 the existence of a tile factory that was used in the new constructions of the city. Currently its
 location corresponds to Infante Street.

Atravesada Street

ORIGINS NAME FROM LA SERENA'S STREETS
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SIN TRADUCIR

I ts name comes from the fact that
 the street ended at the Franciscan
 convent and also because it did not 
have a path for the stream that circulated 
around the place. Currently corresponds to 
O’Higgins Street

Tapada de San Francisco Street

F ormerly it was known as La Merced
 Street, due to the convent located
 at the beginning of the street. 
Currently it is known as President José 
Manuel Balmaceda Street.

La Portada Street

I t is currently Los Carrera Street,
 It started on one side of the Elqui
 River and ended at the Quebrada. 
The most distinguished neighbors lived in 
the most central blocks. It was made up of 
seven blocks, 52 houses and approximately 
203 residents.

Atravesada de Los Cabezas Street

C urrently known as Pedro Pablo
 Muñoz street, in this old street it
 was possible to have a panoramic 
view of the coastal sector of the city, as a 
natural viewpoint.

Barranca del Mar Street
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C urrently corresponds to Matta street, formerly it was the most aristocratic streets of the city, from
 there the road to Copiapo began, whose initial section skirted the southern side of the Elqui River
 until what it is today the Pan American Route. This old street had seven blocks and housed the 
convent of San Agustin, Santa Inés church, the Cabildo and Guard buildings.

Iglesia Santa Ines street

SANTA INES CHAPEL
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“PRIMAVERA” FRANCISCO DE AGUIRE 

LA SERENA’S LIGHTHOUSE

SPAIN SQUARE
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